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Körber Warehouse Edge Link allows you to integrate the powerful 
distribution features of your Microsoft Dynamics SL system with 

Körber 's Warehouse Management System (WMS). Automate your 
warehouse and see your costs decrease while your customer 

satisfaction improves, giving you a strategic advantage.

Decrease Your Costs While 

Improving Your Customer Satisfaction 
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Körber Warehouse Edge Link
Körber Warehouse Edge Link allows you to integrate the powerful distribution features of 

your Microsoft Dynamics SL system with Körber's Warehouse Management System (WMS). 
Automate your warehouse and see your costs decrease while your customer satisfaction 

improves, giving you a strategic advantage. With Körber Warehouse Edge Link, your 

organization can manage shipping, receiving, transferring and all the physical handling of 

goods accurately and efficiently. 

Benefits  

 Seamless integration reduces installation and training costs.

 Microsoft Dynamics SL transactions are updated in real time as goods are put-away, 
picked, moved and counted in Körber Warehouse Edge Link, ensuring reporting is as 

current as the most recent bar code read in Körber's Warehouse Management System.

 Single point of data entry eliminates the re-keying of data to/from your warehouse 
management system.

 Streamlines operations and reduces errors for increased customer service and satisfaction.

 Enables bar coding capabilities for Microsoft Dynamics SL users that can range from 
simple data collection to sophisticated automation.

The Warehouse Interface Control Center 

is the heart of Körber Warehouse Edge 
Link for Microsoft Dynamics SL. 

This .NET service handles all the 
interfacing of information between 

Microsoft Dynamics SL and Körber 
Warehouse Edge Link. It provides a very 

flexible and scalable solution. 

You will be able to control Order Management’s fulfillment and shipment processes 

Purchasing/Receiving, Cycle Counts, Adjustments, Transfers and Kitting. 
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You will be able to control Order Management’s fulfillment and shipment processes 

Purchasing/Receiving, Cycle Counts, Adjustments, Transfers and Kitting. 

 All necessary Microsoft Dynamics SL information is forwarded to Körber Warehouse Edge 
Link in real time, eliminating double entry.

 Sales Order Shippers are handed off to Körber Warehouse Edge Link for fulfillment using 

order steps – utilizing the flexibility of Microsoft Dynamics SL Process Manager to give you 

total control of the order management workflow.

 As shippers are confirmed in Körber Warehouse Edge Link, all the packing, freight, and 

track-ing information is forwarded back to Microsoft Dynamics SL for invoicing.

 Integrates with Microsoft Dynamics SL’s eCommerce Gateway and Advanced Shipment 
Management modules for EDI and ASN requirements.

 As Purchase Orders are added in Microsoft Dynamics SL they are immediately made visi-

ble in Körber Warehouse Edge Link.

 PO receipt information is forwarded back to Microsoft Dynamics SL for inventory update 
and automatic AP vouchering.

 Integrates Körber Warehouse Edge Link inventory transfers, stock counts, and adjustments 
with Microsoft Dynamics SL.

 Light Manufacturing and Kitting are integrated to the Körber Warehouse Edge Link which 
includes removal of component stock used in the Kitting operation.

Sales Order Shippers created in Microsoft Dynamics SL are seamlessly accessed in Körber 
Warehouse Edge Link, enabling users to benefit from rich warehouse management features 

such as “wave picking” resulting in the best utilization of warehouse personnel, equipment and 

space. 
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